Join the Joule’s Brewery Tap Family

The Joule’s Story
Thank you taking time to find out a bit about Joule’s, we have a real passion for Pubs,
and a great passion for Beer. Our Brewery’s desire is to create that perfect moment of
reflection with a sparkling pint of fine English beer in the bastion of Britishness itself, the Pub.
Put together, we think there really is nothing better.

OUR STORY

Joule’s is a small Brewery that mainly serves its own collection
of 40 Brewery Taps as well as a small local group of loyal
Freetrade customers and Partners. Our Taphouses are our
pride and joy and we spend all our time thinking how we can
make each the best it can be. The strength of each lies with
the people who run it, Tenants who run Joule’s Brewery Taps
as their own businesses.
Today, we brew around 7,000 barrels a year, in pints, that’s just
over 2million a year, sounds like a lot, but we are one of the
smallest ‘Craft’ Brewers. We also enjoy brewing some Cold
Beer, our Green Monkey is a naturally matured lager brewed
to the German purity laws of ‘ Reinheitsgebot’, we sell a
whopping 300,000 pints a year, which is as much as we can
make given it takes us 3 weeks to mature and condition. This
makes us 0.026% the size of the biggest lager brand in the UK
and we are more than happy with that market share.

their Pubs bordering each other like military forts, it was an
acrimonious rivalry which was unusual within the cosy club of
the beer Barons. Both became regional giants, and both were
ambitious, both exporting Beer to India and to the US.
Joule’s was the more successful creating giant warehousing along
the Stone Canal Wharf, still there today to service Liverpool
docks. Joule’s was the first English beer to be exported to the
US, ahead of Bass Ale, and Joule’s beer was notably recorded as
stock on the Titanic on the 10th April 1912.
The Red Cross was later adopted as the international symbol
for first aid. Joule’s with its pre-dated Trade Mark has the
unique right to use the symbol commercially, and in respect of
the Red Cross we flank the mark with the word Trade Mark
to ensure differentiation and never depict it on a white dray.

FIRST BREWED BY MONKS

The Joule’s story started many years ago. Joule’s Pale Ales
famously originated from Stone just across the county
boarder from Market Drayton, where beer had been brewed
since the 16th century, first by Augustinian Monks. They
brewed at the priory in Stone which stood until 1749 and
were known to bless each barrel marking it with a red cross
to identify its superior qualities. John Joule skilfully adopted
this sign of the Red Cross for his ales and registered this
very famous trade mark in 1867, making the Red Cross the
6th oldest beer trademark in the world, after the Bass Red
Triangle, Bass Diamond, Guinness Harp, Whitbread Unicorn &
Berry Brothers Barrel.

RED CROSS TRADE MARK

From these humble beginnings, this simple Red Cross, became
the symbol of Joule’s beers and rivalled the Bass mark, the
famous Red Triangle. In the 19th century Bass and Joule’s
glowered at one another from their Staffordshire towns with
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“ With 8 years in the industry, working with
other Pub Companies and Breweries previously,
I can honestly say it’s not just the Joule’s Taps
that are top of the game when it comes to
Joule’s, the support and the team are just like
their Beer, it’s Brewery Fresh. The Taps are all
traditional, welcoming and cosy, proper pubs
and of course, serving proper beer. I would
personally recommend that anyone who has a
passion for excellent beer, a drive to succeed,
and a desire to deliver the finest customer
experience to jump on board the Joule’s bus and
join the family.”
Leanne, the Angel Inn, Lichfield

INDEPENDENCE OF 2010

Twenty years later Steve Nuttall, one of the now Brewery
Directors, approached Bass Brewers with a proposal to brew
Joule’s as an independent beer once again. Bass chose instead
to brew some of the old recipes at their own Brewery
perhaps not realising the ill feeling that still existed from
their act of levelling Joule’s Stone Brewery in 1974. A later
approach by Steve, in 2008, was received with more interest,
with Bass having been broken up and sold piecemeal to
international brewers InBev and Molson Coors. The Joule’s
trademarks hence fell into the hands of Molson Coors.
In 2009, in the William Bass Meeting room at the Coopers
Tavern, Burton on Trent, a brand ‘license’ was signed that
would allow Joule’s Brewery independence once again, free
to use the Trade Mark but where the ownership would be
retained by Molson Coors. A plaque is on the wall of that
room, with the great irony of it being signed in the place that
was once the Bass Brewery Tap and now owned by Joule’s.

MARKET DRAYTON BREWERY

The newly independent company opened the fourth Joule’s
Brewery in 2010, just across the county border from the old
Stone Brewery. Just 1/20th of that size. Market Drayton was
selected for the new Brewery which sits behind an original
Joule’s Pub, the Red Lion, because it has access to Pure
Mineral Water drawn from the same Aquifer as the original
Brewery. Whilst the composition is very slightly different,
the brewing ‘liquor’ is the same pure liquor that made the
reputation of Joule’s over 200 years ago.
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LOCAL IS BEST

Beer enthusiasts may often disagree about their favourite
style, even the most unlikely beer fan has their favourite. Every
beer has a style and our beer is designed for our local market,
the original Pale Ale is a Staffordshire classic, well balanced,
moreish, subtle flavours, a fresh tasting beery beer. Our beers
are all brewed for the three counties we serve, if folk from
elsewhere like them, that’s great, but it’s not really for them,
but when you’re in Rome be as the Romans and have a
Joule’s.
We sell almost all our beer in our local Pubs and to our
handful of loyal Freetrade customers, we don’t have many, and
that’s fine. By being focussed on selling locally we can keep
an eye out, we can ensure it’s brewery fresh and not passed
around from the pillar to post.

2017 FINAL INDEPENDENCE

Since 2009 we have had a license to use the Joule’s brand
with the Trade Marks owned by Molson Coors. Within a
few years, it became apparent that our Canadian friends at
Molson Coors were motivated by rather more than just
their appreciation of English beer heritage. A negotiation
commenced that would take over 3 years to reach. Finally,
this was settled and with the support of its bank Natwest,
Joule’s paid half a million pounds to Molson Coors on the
21st April 2017. Finally, Joule’s has its independence and now
totally owns the Red Cross Trade Mark and its own name,
once again.
THE JOULE’S STORY
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TAPHOUSE BENEFITS

Our Taphouses
Joule’s Brewery presents an estate of
beautifully and carefully restored Brewery
Taps. Each Tap has significant character of its
own, with Joule’s Brewery and its heritage
thoughtfully woven through.

Our vision is to develop an
outstanding Brewery Tap estate,
with ‘our’ Beer at the heart,
such that we are ALL immensely
proud of every Tap.

This approach combines to present an inspirational and
unique Tap estate, each Tap special and relevant in its
respective locality, many famous in the region, and more than
half listed.
Our interest has always been in old traditional style pubs,
those which have served communities for centuries, which
connect us to our fellow countrymen, and also to our past.
To us, a perfect pub is a place to step into and be welcomed
by warmth; to feel included, part of a community should you
wish, perfected of course with cask ale, drawn through the
traditional hand pull engine, creating the perfect pint.
Here at Joule’s we have a passion for the old English tone, our
estate is a collection of old pubs which have been restored
into Joule’s Taphouses, each telling its own story alongside our
own. Pouring our beer with pride whilst bringing the local
community together and each a gateway to the Brewery, a
Brewery Tap in their own locality.

ANNUAL PREMISES LICENSE FEE PAID
FOR BY THE BREWERY
NO LICENSING SOLICITORS FEES
ANNUAL CELLAR SERVICING PLAN
ANNUAL RETRO DISCOUNT ON
JOULE’S BEER FROM BARREL 1*
ANNUAL JOULE’S BREWERY TOUR
FOR EACH TAPHOUSE
COMPLIMENTARY USE OF THE
JOULE’S GREEN MONKEY BEER BUS
FESTIVAL SUPPORT
COMPLIMENTARY JOULE’S POINT OF SALE
EVENT SUPPORT
CELLAR TRAINING
SOCIAL MEDIA TRAINING
CASK MARQUE
JOULE’S TRAINING PROGRAMME
PROPERTY SPARKLE PROGRAMME
*T&C’s apply
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THE DEAL
5 YEAR TENANCY

The
Property

NOTICE PERIODS

FIRST 60 DAYS COOLING OFF PERIOD IN THAT BOTH PARTIES
CAN SERVE 30 DAYS’ NOTICE ON EACH OTHER.
DAY 61 ONWARDS 180 DAYS’ NOTICE MUST BE GIVEN BY THE TENANT
TO THE LANDLORD. THE LANDLORD MAY GIVE 90 DAYS’ NOTICE TO THE TENANT

CELLAR
COOLING

CHIMNEY
SWEEPING

50/50 landlord/tenant via Joule’s
nominated contractor annually.

50/50 landlord/tenant annually
via local contractor.

BOILER REPAIRS

FABRIC OF
BUILDING

FOLLOWING ANY BREACH OF THE AGREEMENT OR LICENCE.

TIED FOR ALL BEERS, CIDER, STOUTS
BOTTLED AND DRAUGHT
4 TIERS OF DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
TO SUIT TYPE OF PUB TRADING
RENT IS LINKED TO RPI IN APRIL EVERY YEAR

FIRE RISK
ASSESSMENT
(Every 3 years)
50/50 via Joule’s nominated
contractor.

50/50 via Joule’s nominated
contractor.

Joule’s are 100% responsible for the
fabric of building and boiler replacement
once at end of natural life.

REPAIRS

THE SUMP PUMP

First £250 of any repairs are tenant
responsibility. ie. leaking taps, toilets,
doors and day to day repairs.

Tenant 100% responsible for the
Sump Pump maintenance and repair
replacement, PAT testing.

RENTS ARE SET WITHIN
INDUSTRY GUIDELINES
FREE OF TIE ON MACHINES, WINES, SPIRITS,
MINERALS, FOOD AND SNACKS

SAFETY
CERTIFICATES
Gas and Landlords Electrical Safety
Certificate that will be checked
annually. Carbon Monoxide detectors
will be checked and replaced if
required annually by Joule’s
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Joule’s Tenant Hero Spec
ESSENTIAL ATTRIBUTES OF A JOULE’S TENANT

Has Personal Licence

Has good food skills

Has experience of working with public

Is from the local area

Is numerate

%£#

Has prior food and drink experience

Can work other peoples leisure hours
Has funding and no CCJs

£

Has experience of running a team
Has Cask Ale experience

Passion for cask ale

Has prior self-employment experience

Has knowledge and passion for local area

Has PEAT training

HAVE YOU HEARD
WHAT’S HAPPENING ON
MARKET STREET?
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DESIRABLE ATTRIBUTES OF A JOULE’S TENANT

THE JOULE’S STORY

I’M SHROPSHIRE
BORN AND BRED

£

HAVE YOU SEEN HOW
THE POTTERS GOT ON
AT THE WEEKEND?
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*If a pub is let pre-investment there is likely to be two rental figures – pre and post –
depending on size of investment. This will be clearly discussed prior to any investment.

JOULE’S BREWERY & PUB COMPANY

We are a small Brewery Pub Company, which values its
Tenants, we work closely with everyone and aim to offer
a fair and harmonious long term deal in the best tradition
of the regional brewers rather than a national pub co. or a
microbrewery.
Joule’s Brewery currently operates 40 Houses each of which
it is immensely proud. We would be delighted to show you
the Brewery and introduce you to our Team and Tenants.
Equally, we welcome potential Tenants to contact our current
Tenants to discuss the realities one to one, should you like
to know who has been with us for the longest and knows us
best, we will happily guide you.

Joule’s Tenancy
Details

RENT

Our rent is set within the industry guidelines and we will
always ensure our rents are competitive and realistic.

TIE AND DISCOUNTS

Tenants are fully tied to buy all draught and bottled beer;
lager, ale, stout and cider, from Joule’s Brewery or our
nominated supplier.
Tenants are not tied to any other category including, wines,
softs, spirits, machines, food and snacks.

‘IN GOING’

Tenants fund all their own electrical equipment, catering
equipment, consumables, unbranded glassware, stock and so
on. The fixtures and fittings however are already in-situ but
the Tenant is expected to maintain these, keep them clean
and polished and generally take responsibility for keeping
the Taphouse in excellent order, reporting things to us when
unable to fix. The Tenant is required to provide a £10k deposit
as a form of security for rent, Beer and inventory, this is
returned on the completion of our agreement. There are also
possibilities of financial ‘build up’ schemes if the Tenant has the
majority of the £10k but needs to ‘top up’ once trading.
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OUR TAPHOUSES

MAINTENANCE

Our Brewery Taps are restored to a high standard so the start
point is good. After that the Brewery is responsible for the
structure of the building and the Tenant for the day to day
upkeep and wear & tear, working closely with our Operations
Manager to ensure everything is kept tip top.

HELPFUL DOCUMENTATION

• Brewery Tap Vision
• Brewery Tap Business Plan
• Top Tap Booklet, clearly depicts our view of a perfect pub,
presented by each of our own Brewery Taps
• Brewery Tap Food Vision, style, menu banks provided as
guidance
THE JOULE’S STORY
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Joule’s Applicant Journey
START

PREPARE
BUSI NESS PLAN
& ACCO UNTA NT
REVI EW

MEET OUR
OPER ATIO NS
MAN AGER

GE T IN TO UC H
WI TH
JO UL E’S BR EW ERY

PROPERTY
WALK-AROUND

CO MP LE TE
P.E .A. T.
QUAL IFI CATIO NS
SEE WWW.BII.ORG

£

JOUL E’S
BREW ERY
TOUR

OR FINDMYPUB.COM

DAY 1 OF…

[YEAR 1 SUPPORT STARTS]
TRADE

INTE RVIE W WITH
OPER ATIO NS
DIRE CTOR AND
BRAN D MAN AGER

JO UL E’S
2- DAY
IND UC TIO N

FINA LISE JOUL E’S
TAPH OUSE
BUSI NESS PLAN

INT ER VIE W NO .2
WI TH OP ER AT ION S
MA NA GE R

MARK
TRADE

MARK

SUCCESS
LOVE BEER LOVE PUBS

* Year One support is subject to funding.
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Brewery Vision
STYLE

Across the estate the Brewery has invested in the highest
quality natural materials to deliver a ‘no compromise’ inspiring,
warm and comfortable place to enjoy on a pub occasion.
Every Tap has a real fire, some two, to ensure every customer
benefits from the warmth and glow. Sight lines on entry and
throughout the Taps are intelligently engineered to facilitate
an essential friendly, inclusive atmosphere. Lighting, furniture,
finishes, décor & standards of property maintenance are to a
high spec to ensure each Tenant has the best opportunity to
provide a great offer.     

PEOPLE

The Brewery attracts people who are like-minded and care
about our pub culture. People who treasure traditional,
straight forward pub values & principles; real ale, real fires, real
food, real hospitality. Joule’s Brewery Tenants are relaxed pub
professionals, executing proper pub standards, attentive and
genuinely friendly service and who can also create a hub of
sociability and banter. They are knowledgeable business people
in their own right who can make a success of the tenanted
model and agreement.

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE BREWERY

Tenants have pride in the Joule’s Trade Mark & protect it, each
identifies with it & understands the value of the Trade Mark
in their business. They are experts in keeping real ale hence
the ales, Joule’s Pale Ale, Pure Blonde, Slumbering Monk &
variety of Seasonals are among the best cask conditioned ales
money can buy. Tenants encourage customer knowledge of
the Brewery & its values. They participate by hosting as many
of their customers as possible at the Brewery each year to
experience the Tap’s annual Joule’s Brewery Tour: the brew
house, ales, craft cold beers, Mouseroom & famous giant hot
pork bap. This proactive & passionate engagement influences
preference for and loyalty to the Brewery, with the ultimate
goal being for the customers to become the Brewery’s
ambassadors.

JOULE’S CUSTOMERS

By engaging enthusiastically across the region with existing, new
and potential customers, people are encouraged and have a
propensity to seek out a Joule’s Tap, where they can experience
something close to the Brewery. Perfect Joule’s Ale, the perfect
pint, a proper traditional pub, and many references to the
Brewery, its stories, its narrative and the Red Cross Trade Mark.
Customers are on Brewery soil, a part of the Brewery itself
which is why the Taps are all designed to integrate with care
the Trade Mark throughout, woven in to the fabric: eg etched
mirrors, stained glass, carved wood, cut stone, leaded glass, old
pictures, Joule’s heritage and information and of course all of
the beers in pride of place at the centre of the bar top.
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BREWERY VISION

FOOD

Brewery Tap Tenants are encouraged to offer a food service that
suits the location, market and style of Tap:
a) Proper Pub Food
Dishes in a Joule’s Tap are simple, fresh, well prepared pub
favourites presented in the individual Tenants style rather than
‘gastro’, ‘themed’, ‘fancy’ or ‘process driven’. A great product &
good value, many dishes prepared in house and where possible,
ingredients sourced from surrounding areas. Joule’s has Taps which
serve pub food, not restaurants serving beer. Beer is still presented
at the heart of the food offer with Joule’s beer brands woven
through the menu.

b) Brilliant Beer Snacks
Food can be ‘supporting’ rather than critical, although all Tenants
are encouraged to offer the best beer snacks or bar snacks they
can.These can enhance a pub trip even for customers who were
not intending to eat.They can also extend the length of visit and
average spend and enhance the Brewery Tap image at the same
time by being unashamedly ‘beery’.

BREWERY VISION
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Maximising Sales

LOCAL SPONSOR

THE GREEN MONKEY BUS

Welcome and support local sports teams to use your
Taphouse, 2 visits a week in the season could increase
your volume by 2000 pints a year. Speak to your
Operations Manager to find out how the Brewery can
support you...

Make your competitors envious by adding an eye catching
additional bar to your event, the Green Monkey Bus
is complimentary to all our Taphouses and can relieve
queuing at the bar to increase your beer rate of sale....

MARKETING YOUR BUSINESS

But remember to book in advance to secure your date!

Your Operations Manager will work closely with you to select and set up all the elements
in making the launch of your new business a success. This includes creating a marketing plan,
selecting your brands for the pub, developing menus, point of sale and setting up your social
media. They will also provide you with the tools and support to ensure your business continues
to be a success after the launch.

Bee r Bus

REEN
MON KEY
ENGLISH CRAFT LAGER

WEEKLY WONDERS

NUDGE WHEN NIBBLING

ANNUAL JOULE’S JOLLY

PERFECT POINT OF SALE

Create events for drinking Beer, throughout the week at
your Brewery Tap.

Pair your menu items with a Joule’s Beer. Its successful with
wine, so why not beer?

Develop promotions in the week to tempt new
customers in or encourage a second visit from loyal
customers, such as Beer and burger promotion, pie and pint
night, meet the Brewer evenings, cheese and ale evening.

Joule’s Slumbering Monk is paired beautifully
with a steak and ale pie...

Ensure you have your annual Brewery Tour booked
and encourage new customers to visit the Brewery,
experience the beers and hear about our rich heritage.
It’s a great way to generate new loyal customers

Great beer sells itself... Speak to your
Customer Support Coordinator and check
you have all the updated point of sale and
new glassware that is available to help you
achieve the perfect serve.

PIE &
PINT

Joule’s Blonde best enjoyed with freshly
battered fish and chips...
Joule’s Pale Ale a great companion to
a traditional ploughman’s platter.

TRADE

TUESDAY
SAMPLE PADDLES

TRADE

1
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MAXIMISING SALES

MARK

TRADE

It’s a great Taphouse experience and encourages
them to buy a second pint...

MARK

+
TRADE

New customers not sure which real ale to try, why not
offer them a sample paddle of 3 thirds of ale.

TRADE

MARK

MARK

TRADE

MARK

2

TRADE

MARK

3

TRADE

TRADE

MARK

TRADE

MARK

MARK

HOST A REAL ALE

Festival
This will raise the profile of your real ale to drinkers far and
wide and provide your local community with a brilliant
event to enjoy. Speak to your Operations Manager about
booking a Beer festival for this year.

BEER BANTER
Create fun little promotions
around a ‘Beer of the Week’
to get people excited and
talking about the beer available.

BOB ON

MARK

SUPER SUNDAYS
TRADE

MARK

BEER OF THE WEEK

LONGSHOT

Don’t miss your chance to take
advantage of the Bank Holiday fun, live
music is a great way to draw people
in to celebrate not going to work
on Monday. Plan ahead and give your
customers chance to enjoy the Bank
Holiday weekend at your Taphouse.
Creating a social media event, will
spread your news far and wide in your
local community and remind people of
the event.

MAXIMISING SALES
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JOULE’S CORE
CASK COLLECTION

Joule’s Green Monkey

The Joule’s red cross carries a rich brewing history, founded
in the 1500’s. Joule’s craft ales are all brewed with prized
Shropshire pure mineral water.

A refreshing English Craft Lager with a clean, crisp, fruity
and bittersweet taste, this cold craft lager is brewed to the
German purity laws of reinheitsgebot using English malts
and continental hops. It contains no artificial ingredients,
preservatives or additives and is unpasteurised to keep
every pint brewery fresh.
BREW SHEET

Colour:
ABV:
OG:
Malts:
Hops:

Golden
4.3%
43
Lager and Cara Malts
Bravo, Triskel, Hallertau Mittlefruh

Special Notes:
Naturally Carbonated, Brewed in 2 Stages, Quadruple filtered.

Joule’s Pure Blonde
3.8% ABV

Light, refreshing and subtle, a perfectly
balanced blonde beer brewed in the
Northern European style. A blend of
four malts, coupled with European
and American hops delivers an easy
drinking, light malt character ale.

Joule’s Pale Ale
4.1% ABV

Clean and crisp describes this classic
bitter crafted using all English ingredients
and Shropshire pure mineral water.
A traditional pale ale rich in malts, fruit
and biscuit character complemented by
a satisfying bitter finish.

Joule’s Slumbering Monk
4.5% ABV
A rich copper ale with a real depth of
flavour, created using a careful blend
of English ingredients. Full bodied and
smooth with bold malt, nut and fruit
notes enhance by pleasing resinous
hop character.

Golden

Amber

Deep Copper

Citrus Fruit, Hoppy

Fruity, Hints of Toffee

Fruit Top, Resinous

Refreshing, Citrus Notes, Lemons

Crisp, Biscuity, Caramel

Nutty, Malty, Full Bodied

BITTER

BITTER

BITTER

SWEET

SWEET

SWEET

LOVE BEER LOVE PUBS
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#releaseyourinnermonkey
THE JOULE’S STORY
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Top Tap
Standard
The ‘Top Tap’ initiative has been created to encourage and
reward high standards across the Joule’s Tap Estate in line with
the Brewery Tap Vision.
When each Tap hits all 11 points on the Initiative, the Tenant
will receive 11 gallons of Joule’s Green Monkey and also some
exciting Green Monkey treats, just for you... However the bar
is deliberately set very high, so don’t be surprised or offended,
it may take quite a while before the prize is triggered.

SHOP COUNTER
• Beer first - perfect: hand pulls, fonts, flag
taps, clips & lenses
• All Beer: Beer testers, Beer samples,
Beer info, Beer prompts, Beer paddles,
Beer pottles, Beer cheese, Beer chutney.
• JPA in the centre of 3 core ales.
• Shiny brass & chrome, clean Joule’s bar
towels & bar runners
• Clever & genuine chalking - Beer
prompts & nudges.

FIRST GLANCE - WALKING
OR TRAVELLING

EVERY SEAT A
GREAT SEAT

GLOSS, GLOW,
POLISH & TWINKLE

• Clear, uncluttered, shiny windows enticing signage,
beckoning lanterns, big planted baskets or beer barrels
• Easy to digest opening and food hours
• A-board ‘like it means it’ – single theme messaging
beery/ friendly message of encouragement to come in
• Lovely lobby, door, door furniture, coconut threshold.

Seats, stools, tables & barrels - no spoilers: sticky table
tops, dusty rungs, unkempt upholstery.

Oak, glass, brass, copper,
terracotta, ceramic, pewter,
mirrors, pump clips, leather,
chrome, parquet, slate…all of it
lovely – including the loos.

Are you happy to perch anywhere?

Is it uplifting, is it real, with no
fake or plastic spoilers?

Does it lift your heart and beckon you?

1.

6.

COMFORTABLE
& COSY

BREWERY TAP TONE
• ‘Love Beer Love Pubs’
• Overtly & obviously a tap house
• Pubby - but smart & tidy pubby - not domestic
• Pubby - big scale stuff & intrigue
• Presented for adults not for children.
• Joule’s drip mats

Real fire, or a promise…laid up
& ready to go logs, coal, kindling,
scuttle, brush, basket & a poker
warmth with a guarantee –
House Thermometer.

Is it a proper pub or is
house ‘n’ home creeping in?

Do you want to nestle in and
not go home?

Is it a Beer drinker’s sweet shop
counter?

LOVE BEER
LOVE PUBS

ATMOSPHERE &
MAYBE MUSIC
• Friendliness from both sides of the bar
• Smiley staff producing smiley customers
• Not too loud, not too quiet, not awkward… just right
• Conversion winning over music, chatter is the music
• If there’s music…enhancing not distracting.
Does it feel comfortable &
appropriate, would you feel
comfortable sitting alone?

2.

3.

8.

PERFECT PINT

BEER SNACKS OR
PUB FOOD

INSIDE OUT

MAGIC MESSAGING

• Just as nice ‘n’ pubby outside as in
• Great place for smoking
• Great place for drinking
• Great place for snacking
• More beer nudging
• Is it a proper beer garden or…
has house ‘n’ home started
creeping in…

Friendly, pubby, engaging, entertaining,
inviting, beery, beer snacky, tempting
& tasty, clever, quirky, fun, frivolous,
strange, topical, banter, kind, friendly &
supportive.

Look & lacing, aroma, taste & temperature
perfect pour, perfect glassware, crystal clear.
Do you really wish you could stay for
another?

Tempting & tasty, easy & accessible, beery themes, pub not
restaurant, not snobby about crisps & nuts... it’s a pub!

Is it difficult to resist temptation?
TRADE

GO ON THEN,
ONE MORE…

4.
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7.

Are you tempted, informed,
entertained or engaged?

BOB ON HAS BEEN SO
POPULAR WE’VE SOLD
OUT COMPLETELY…

Would you wait inside,
or go out with your smoke friend?

5.
THE JOULE’S STORY

MARK

9.

10.

11.
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01630 654 400 | brewerytap@joulesbrewery.co.uk
The Brewery, Great Hales Street, Market Drayton, TF9 1JP

www.joulesbrewery.co.uk

01630 654 400
The Brewery, Great Hales Street, Market Drayton, TF9 1JP

www.joulesbrewery.co.uk

